
Choose Your Variety

Choose Your Plant's Form

Choose The Size of Your Knock Out Rose

Double Knock Out Double Pink Knock Out Sunny Knock Out

Get vibrant, full double blooms Giant, bright pink flowers The only fragrant knock out

Shrubs grow 3-4 feet tall and 
look great in groups or rows 

Rose trees get 4-7 feet tall, 
and look great near patios, 
doorways, or the corners of 
your home.

Larger varieties bloom faster & get established 
quicker in your landscape. Be sure to order 
well-developed 1 or 2 gallon plants if their 
availabile.

Avoid tiny quarts or liners- they'll take years to 
give you any color.

Where to Plant your Knock Out Roses

These plants look great as a row or hedge. 
You can plant them along sidwalks, driveways, 
or patios.

Landscape designers like to plant these in 
odd numbers-you commonly see them in 
groups of 3 or 5.

Rose Trees are commonly seen near a home's 
entrance, around the back patio, or in the 
center of garden beds.
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How to Plant your Knock Out Roses

Here's what you'll need: shovel, wheelbarrow, 
Transplant Fertilizer
Make sure to space your roses at least two feet 
apart for increased air flow, disease prevention, and 
aesthetics. Place your roses where you want them 
to be planted and view them from several angels to 
make sure that is the location you want for them.

Begin digging your hole. Be sure to dig twice as 
wide and twice as deep as your rootball. This 
allows you to mix in any new soils and fertilizers 
into the hole. You'll want to plant your rose at the 
right height compared to what it currently has in 
its container.

Carefully remove your plant from its container. Be sure to break up the roots with your hands 
(do not use a spade or garden tool since this can damage your plant's roots). 

Place the plant in the hole. Back fill the hole with fertilizer, native dirt, and nutrient-rich soil so 
that the plant's heigh is the same as it was in the pot. When filling your hole with native dirt, be 
sure to break it up with your fingers.

Water your rose thouroughly. Make sure there are no air pockets in the dirt, since this can cause 
your roots to dry out.

Pruning your Knock Out Roses

We recommend pruning your roses to get max 
blooms, good form, and symmetry.

Begin pruning in late January or mid-February. 
Waiting any later will delay your spring blooms.

Dip your pruners in bleach or rubbing alcohol to 
prevent any diseases to form during your cuts.

Use the "Two Foot Rule". Whatever size you cut the 
rose back to, it will grow back two feet that season. 
If you want your Knock Outs to be four feet tall this 
season, cut your bush down to two feet.
Cut all healthy shoots back by no more than half. 
Cut out any interior growth and take out any canes 
(the spindly branches) that are overlapping with 
healthy branches. Your rose bush will stop focusing 
all its energy on foliage and spend more time 
focusing on bloom production.

During summer, trim o� the "Three D’s": dead, diseased and damaged wood.

Property Value

Attractive landscaping can increase 
your property value by as much as 
15%, so it is important to have colorful, 
low-maintenance plants. These are 
easy to grow, repeat bloomers, so 
you get plenty of bang for your buck 
with Knock Out Roses.


